Nic Bishop Snakes

YIKES!!! Join naturalist Nic Bishop for a
closer look at scaly, scary snakes!Snakes
are scaly, scary, silent predators. They use
powerful venom or crushing strength to
overwhelm their victims. Then they
swallow them whole!With breathtaking
full-page images, Sibert Medal-winning
photographer Nic Bishop introduces the
terrifying and beautiful world of snakes.
The simple, engaging text presents both
basic information and captivating details
about the appearance, habits, and
remarkable abilities of these amazing
reptiles.
An index and glossary are
included, along with an authors note
detailing his research and the fun stories
behind the photographs.

Calling snakes strange, secretive, and surprising, Bishop offers an excellent photographic guide to these reptiles in all
their diversity. Striking Watch a video interview with Nic Bishop. Nic Bishop is the acclaimed photographer and author
of more than sixty books Nic Bishop Snakes.Editorial Reviews. Review. Praise for Nic Bishop Snakes: * Bishops
brilliantly photographed book will appeal both to snake fans and casual browsers.Snakes are scaly, scary, silent
predators. They use powerful venom or crushing strength to overwhelm their victims. Then they swallow them whole!
His most recent book, Nic Bishop Snakes, achieves the same exceptional level of quality as others in this series of
monographs (Nic BishopSnakes has 372 ratings and 105 reviews. YIKES!!! Join naturalist Nic Bishop for a closer look
at scaly, scary snakes!Snakes are scaly, scary, silent pred Nic Bishop Snakes by Nic Bishop Scholastic Nonfiction,
2012. ISBN:9780545206389. Grades 2-5. The reviewer received a copy of the bookNic Bishop Snakes (Book) : Bishop,
Nic : The award-winning naturalist and photographer of such books as Nic Bishop Lizards combines comprehensive,
basic Nic Bishop Snakes. photos by author. 48p. CIP. further reading. glossary. index. Book cover with green snake
Scholastic. Oct. 2012. Tr $17.99.Nic Bishop has once again put together an amazing collection of animal photographs to
complement his engaging text: this time on the topic of snakes. ReadersDid you know that snakes can live almost
anywhere in the world? These diverse creatures might be cold-blooded reptiles, but they adapt to their surroundingsNic
Bishop Snakes. By: Nic Bishop. A snake can taste the invisible trail of a mouse and know which way the mouse was
going. Amazing facts and imagesTeachingBooks Guest Blogger: Nic Bishop Description: Those Beguiling and
Beautiful Snakes: Photographing Snakes Created by The Blog.
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